Designing through testing: a tool for finding usable mobile services
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Being able to demonstrate solutions for non-technical prospective users has great advantages compared to any other method, at least if the demonstration technique itself is not too costly. By interactive demonstrations prospective users will get a grasp of the purported system. It is also a way for system developers to see if the whole concept is flawed or if individual steps in the interaction are causing problems.

Such a demonstration technique is incorporated in the system called Ozlab. For many years, the Ozlab system was used by Karlstad University researchers to explore user interface concepts and paradigms for computer applications. The idea was that of Wizard of Oz, i.e., one puts in graphics and text in advance but retains control over how things appear on test subjects’ screen and loudspeakers during each test/demo session. The test/demo leader manipulates the computers responses. As operating systems have changed through the years, our tool needed updating. Ozlab is now redeveloped, making it possible to run in web browsers – that is, making a cloud solution for Wizard of Oz-based development of interaction design.

For running a test or demo via a web browser, the control buttons of the web browser will have to be removed. This is easily done in many browsers. Left is only the window frame so that whatever content the prototype contains it will appear as an ordinary GUI window with only the prototype’s content displayed and not any of the web browser used to connect to the Ozlab server. For the test leader (the ‘wizard’ secretly manipulating the test subject’s screen) it is of course not urgent to hide the web browser. Likewise, when building a prototype – an ‘interaction shell’ in the Ozlab terminology – one is using an ordinary web browser. Any graphics of the interaction shell has to be made to fit the device where the demo or test is to be run; this to ensure that the prototype is made quickly and that due consideration is taken to design for the device where the idea is going to be tested or demonstrated. Making a responsive-design solution already in the rapid-prototyping tool would belie the
purpose of testing the design for a particular device (many alternatives might be tested, so it should not be calculated from a prototypical prototype).

Noteworthy, if the server is installed to be accessible by Wi-Fi, wizard and test subjects could be in whatever location. The test subject’s device might be a mobile phone with web browser. In addition, running Ozlab locally on a laptop, broadcasting by Wi-Fi to a mobile phone, enable experiments in the field where no internet connection is available. Thus, a mock-up of a prospective mobile application (or mobile-adapted web site) can be run interactively regardless of the present status of mobile connections.

With our previous experience in rapid prototyping with Ozlab we know that this tool will speed up user-oriented development considerably. When demonstrating and testing this way, not only the interaction design is possible to develop (turn-taking, graphics, menu structure, evocative sounds, etc.). Rather, because this is such a concrete demonstration, participants normally come up with comments on the service as such, both on the content and the purpose of it. That is, “testing” can start long before functional requirements are settled.

For updates, see www.kau.se/en/ozlab; for old works, see e.g.


See also http://www.kau.se/en/ozlab/Publications
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